Read Slaving papers #1 (SS15)

Purpose = why should I read this?
Perhaps I could learn something about AR? And how to write AR,

Vision/goal = what is the outcome?
+public
+uppublic
-argued

Brainstorm =

Number of quality managers?

ISO 9000
CMM
CMMI

standards for making it possible for discussing and comparing,
PD standards?
I want to learn and apply similar ideas and "best practices" in my own research.

If we look at HSSP as a CMS or a healthcare system, then we should be able to compare with UTAX as a system.
Brainstorm

Foss = technology

RQ1 =

Zufan's Reagan (predict antibiotic)

Purpose (why) = I would like to learn something from this page.

Vision / mission

problem = ambiguity arising from my

analyze problem theory in an

institutional theory.
Two ways of counting
- global (conserve)
- local (health worker)

Analysis of problem:

What do we learn?
Does this put us in a...

With respect to solving the problem...

Should global targets be considered substantial estimates rather than "precise" targets?
"What gets measured gets done" when the targets are completed.

MBO = Management by Objectives